relies on the quality of the fossil evidence used to calibrate the clock; second, to improve the precision of these divergence times it is imperative to improve our knowledge of the earliest animal fossil record; third, if the molecular dataset of dos Reis et al. [1] is representative of genomic-scale datasets in general (which is most likely the case), ‘fossil-free’ molecular divergence times (relative divergence times), which were introduced to avoid the known problems of the fossil record and are based exclusively on the information in molecular sequence data [19], are meaningless in deep time.

This imprecision of the molecular clock deep in the history of life is frustrating. While the clock provided hope that divergence times for lineages could be dated in the absence of fossil information, it is now clear that the only way to increase its precision is to improve our knowledge of the fossil record itself, via the discovery of new fossils, resolving the knowledge of the fossil record itself, via increase its precision is to improve our understanding of the diversification of molecular clocks. Curr. Biol. 25, 2939–2950.

While the clock provided hope that divergence times for lineages could be dated in the absence of fossil information, it is now clear that the only way to increase its precision is to improve our knowledge of the fossil record itself, via the discovery of new fossils, resolving the affinities of existing ones, and accurately dating fossil occurrences. With genomic data now available [1] our focus should return to palaeontology, and particularly to the investigation of the early and middle Neoproterozoic. It is evident that in isolation, neither fossils nor molecular data can derive the precise and accurate timescale of life so essential to our efforts to robustly test proposed correlations between the history of life and that of planet Earth.
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Figure 1. Midbrain computation of reward prediction error.

(A) Top: raster plot and peristimulus time histogram of a single dopamine neuron demonstrate a positive prediction error response when an unpredicted reward was delivered at time ‘CS’. Bottom: raster plot and peristimulus time histogram demonstrate a negative prediction error response when a predicted reward failed to be delivered (No R). (Figure from [5]; reprinted with permission from AAAS). (B) Schematic diagrams of task used in the current study. Top: during unpredicted reward delivery trials one reward was randomly chosen from a set of five reward volumes (the reward distribution) and delivered at unpredictable times. The animal could predict neither the time of reward delivery nor the delivered volume. Thus, the reward prediction is near zero. Bottom, during predicted reward trials, an odor pulse was delivered, and the reward was delivered exactly 1.5 seconds after odor pulse onset. The animal could predict the timing of the reward delivery, but not the reward volume. Thus, the reward prediction was the mathematical expectation of the reward distribution volume. Red circles indicate the one reward that was randomly chosen from the reward distribution. (C) Hypothetical neuronal response functions. The grey line represents a hypothetical reward response function and resembles the true function found by Eshel et al. [11]. The red dashed line represents the hypothetical reward response function divided by the constant reward prediction. The blue line represents the hypothetical reward response function minus the constant reward prediction. The orange circles indicate the ranges where the subtractive and divisive models most diverge.

Conceptual Framework

Conceptual framework for investigating neural information processing systems. His conceptual framework is comprised of three distinct but complementary levels of analysis: the computational goal, what the brain system is trying to accomplish; the algorithm, the computations and representations the brain system uses to facilitate the computational goal; and the implementation, how the structure and function of nervous tissue implements the algorithm. To understand a brain system at these three levels, suggested Marr [2], is to “understand [the system] completely”.

Learning is a principal computational goal of dopamine neurons, which employ the reward prediction error algorithm [3–10]. That is, dopamine neurons code the discrepancy between the received and the predicted reward: they are activated when the reward is better than predicted, but inhibited when the reward is worse than predicted (Figure 1A) [6]. It is still not known, however, how the midbrain neural circuitry, comprised largely of dopamine neurons and GABA inhibitory neurons, implements reward prediction error coding. A new study by Eshel et al. [11] sheds light on the neural circuit computations that generate the dopamine reward prediction error signal.

Reward Prediction Error

Reward prediction errors are formalized in reinforcement learning as the difference between received and predicted rewards [12]:

\[
\text{Reward prediction error} = \frac{\text{Received reward} - \text{Predicted reward}}{C_0}
\]

Reward prediction errors are immensely useful for learning: they can indicate when outcomes deviate from predictions, and also how predictions ought to be updated. Decades of research have provided neural data that appear consistent with equation 1 (Figure 1A) [3–10]. However, either subtraction of or division by the predicted reward can produce similar results, especially when the outcome approaches the prediction. Moreover, division is a common neural operation in both sensory- and value-related brain systems; for instance, range adaptation is an example of divisive normalization [13,14]. Thus, Eshel et al. [11] first examined the arithmetic underlying reward prediction errors.

Subtraction, Not Division

Eshel et al. [11] developed a Pavlovian behavioral task wherein subtraction of or division by the reward prediction forecast starkly different neural responses. In every trial, the animals received one juice reward chosen randomly from a set of five different reward volumes (the reward distribution; Figure 1B). During half of the trials, a completely unpredicted juice reward was delivered (Figure 1B, top). Because the animal could not predict when a reward would be delivered, the expectation of future reward was close to zero. The neuronal responses to unpredicted rewards approximated a logarithmic function (Figure 1C, grey line). On the other half of the trials, a cue (odor puff) predicted the exact timing of a juice reward (drawn from the same reward distribution; Figure 1B, bottom). In this way, the cue predicted the mathematical expectation of the reward distribution. Reinforcement learning dictates that this value, the prediction, will diminish the received reward (equation 1).

The crucial manipulation was the spacing of the five distinct reward sizes. When the extreme reward magnitudes were delivered, the subtractive and divisive models forecast highly divergent neural responses (Figure 1C, red and...
blue lines, orange circles), Eshel et al. [11] recorded from individual dopamine neurons while mice performed the Pavlovian task. Across all reward volumes, the constant reward prediction associated with the cue shifted the curve downwards by similar amounts. That is, the authors observed a linear shift in the response function, as forecast by the subtractive model, rather than a nonlinear change, as forecast by the divisive model. This carefully collected neural data clearly demonstrate the underlying subtractive arithmetic and confirm the dopamine prediction error response.

**Reward Prediction**

The results thus described demonstrate that reward prediction is subtracted from received reward to generate the reward prediction error. A natural question to ask is what midbrain circuit elements code this reward prediction signal. The midbrain ventral tegmental area (VTA) is composed largely of dopamine neurons and GABA inhibitory neurons. VTA GABA neurons make inhibitory synapses onto dopamine neurons [15]. Action potentials from VTA GABA neurons cause dopamine activity to pause, lead to conditioned place aversion, and disrupt reward consumption [16,17]. Moreover, VTA GABA neurons ramp their activity upwards as predicted reward delivery approaches [18]. These findings suggest that VTA GABA neurons may play a direct role in reward prediction error coding.

To investigate this potential role, Eshel et al. [11] used optogenetics to interrogate the computational function of VTA GABA neurons. The authors inserted the light-sensitive depolarizing channel rhodopsin (ChR2) into GABA neurons. Then, using a clever manipulation, they stimulated GABA neurons to mimic the reward-prediction-induced GABA activity, rather than predicting reward delivery with an actual cue. Concurrently, they recorded dopamine action potentials. The artificially elevated GABA activity reduced the dopamine reward response, just as the dopamine reward response is reduced by reward prediction. The reduction in dopamine reward response was similar at different reward volumes, again just as forecast by the subtractive model (Figure 1C, blue line). This result demonstrates that VTA GABA activation mimics the effect of reward prediction.

In a complementary experiment, Eshel et al. [11] inserted the hyperpolarizing proton pump archaerhodopsin (ArchT) into VTA GABA neurons. This technique permitted the optical inhibition of GABA neuron activity, and thus the removal of reward prediction-like GABA activity. The authors silenced GABA neurons after reward was predicted by a cue. Sure enough, the resulting dopamine reward response was larger, compared to the same task condition when GABA neurons were not silenced. This result demonstrates that VTA GABA inhibition partially removes the effect of reward prediction. Together, these last two experiments provide evidence that GABA activity is causally related to the proper computation of the reward prediction error. Furthermore, the results suggest that VTA GABA neurons actually code for reward prediction.

Behavioral experiments confirmed the role of VTA GABA reward prediction signal in the computation of reward prediction error. Anticipatory licking is a Pavlovian conditioned response that occurs between odor onset and reward delivery. This conditioned response is commonly used as an indicator for the learned predicted value. Interestingly, optogenetic stimulation of GABA neurons actually reduced conditioned responding. This outcome may appear initially confusing: shouldn’t higher reward prediction lead to enhanced anticipatory licking? Not when the main function of the prediction signal is to participate in the computation of reward prediction error. Artificially increasing the reward prediction signal ensured that the delivered reward would be less than the predicted reward. According to equation 1, this relationship results in negative prediction errors, and a learned decrease in the predicted value of the outcome. Thus, previous laser trials caused the mice to learn a new, reduced value for odor. This result demonstrates that the behavioral function of VTA GABA neurons is to code reward prediction specifically for the computation of reward prediction error.

This study [11] is the first to demonstrate the coding properties of VTA GABA neurons and elucidate implementation of the dopamine reward prediction error. Accordingly, this study brings us closer to David Marr’s ‘complete understanding’ of a brain system. But it is only a start. Dopamine neurons receive inputs from more than 30 brain structures [19], and many of these contribute to the calculation of the dopamine reward prediction error [20]. Furthermore, the dopamine prediction error response function codes economic utility, which can be highly nonlinear with regard to reward magnitude [9]. Although subtraction of reward prediction can maintain faithful coding of this variable across a broad range of values, it appears the nonlinear reward magnitude code must originate elsewhere. Nevertheless, this impactful and significant study makes clear that the synaptic inputs to dopamine neurons are compared and used to compute a dopamine neuron-specific reward prediction error response that functions specifically to update value estimates.
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Males must carefully allocate the energy they devote to sex. A new study of howler monkeys shows that males who use vocalizations to ward off rivals invest less in producing large numbers of sperm.

When it comes to sex, you can’t have it all. Animal reproduction is about compromising between the competing demands of finding a mate and successfully fertilizing eggs. Males, who are the sex that typically competes for access to mates, are particularly sensitive to this reproductive balancing act. In many animals, males show off ornate sexual colouration, ear-splitting vocalizations, and even dances to attract a female’s attention. While catching a female’s interest is a good first step toward successful reproduction, access to a receptive female often requires contending with, and outcompeting, rival males. Consequently, competition between males over access to females has in many species led to the evolution of male sexual weaponry (such as horns or antlers) or to massive divergence in body size between males and females. These conspicuous male sexual displays and weapons were instrumental in Darwin’s formulation of sexual selection. We now know, however, that females of most species mate with multiple males [2], which means that male–male competition over a female is followed by competition among their sperm to fertilize her egg(s) [3]. Competition among rival males before and after mating imposes a host of evolutionary constraints. Males have to allocate limited resources to both securing mates and producing ejaculates that are better at fertilizing eggs than rival males’ sperm. Thus, investment in whatever helps a male get a mate should limit investment in ejaculate traits crucial during sperm competition, and vice versa [4]. However, we know surprisingly little about how males balance their investment in sexual traits. In a study published recently in Current Biology, Dunn et al. [5] address this gap in our understanding of the evolution of male sexual traits by comprehensively examining the evolution of male vocalizations and testes in howler monkeys.

Dunn et al. [5] provide compelling evidence that male howler monkeys investing more in vocalizations produce less sperm. Their study capitalizes on the sex that typically competes for access to mates, are particularly sensitive to this reproductive balancing act. In a study published recently in Current Biology, Dunn et al. [5] address this gap in our understanding of the evolution of male sexual traits by comprehensively examining the evolution of male vocalizations and testes in howler monkeys.

Dunn et al. [5] provide compelling evidence that male howler monkeys investing more in vocalizations produce less sperm. Their study capitalizes on the sex that typically competes for access to mates, are particularly sensitive to this reproductive balancing act. In a study published recently in Current Biology, Dunn et al. [5] address this gap in our understanding of the evolution of male sexual traits by comprehensively examining the evolution of male vocalizations and testes in howler monkeys.